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Navi Disha: 
An Initiative Towards a Sustainable Future 

Sustainable Agriculture means the production of  food, plants, and animal products using farming techniques 
that prove to be beneficial for public health and promote environmental sustainability. Sustainable agriculture 
helps farmers innovate and employ recycling methods. The Navi Disha Program, implemented by the Nabha 
Foundation (TNF) is a CSR initiative of  Talwandi Sabo Power Ltd (TSPL) by Vedanta Group. The program 
aims at promoting sustainable agriculture for the farmers in Mansa District. The project aims to raise 
awareness among farmers and motivate them to implement sustainable agriculture practices and promote 
organic farming. The program organizes them into farmer’s groups for market linkage and support. The 
program also works to connect farmers with various government schemes and digital methods of  obtaining 
information to empower the farming community. This not only boosts the income but also makes the 
community tech-savvy. Through training and workshops on best practices of  sustainable agriculture, the 
program envisions creating knowledge and awareness among 1500 farmers in 26 villages, with a prime focus 
on 7 core villages, of  the district and encouraging them to reduce input costs, adopt modern farming 
practices, and save their cost of  production while keeping the yield constant.  

• Empowered producers to combat limitations created by small land sizes
• Strengthened capability to identify, select and utilize better agriculture practices including crop 

diversification
• Improved local management and marketing skills and build technical know-how
• Availability of  alternative markets where sellers can influence their product’s price
• Eco-system that encourages the farmers to find solutions that work and take control on their future

1. Promotion of  environmentally sustainable agriculture practices
2. Enhancing farmer income through allied activities 
3. Increasing women’s participation 
4. Convergence with government programs
5. Farmer’s capacity building for long term sustainability 

1. Increased awareness and adoption of  best practices for 
sustainable agriculture among farmers

2. Reduction in chemical input cost and environmental 
sustainability 

3. Increased farmer’s income and improved well being
4. Increased women’s participation in income generation 

activities
5. Improved uptake of  govt. schemes/subsidies through 

government leverage and collaboration

Our continued effort is to improve and widen the below impact: 

Program Goals: 

Expected Outcomes: 

Program's 
Key 

Approaches 

Model-Farm 
trainings 

Awareness 
camps & 

IPM Classes

Expert 
Consultations 

Govt. 
Leverage 
& liaision 

Farmer 
Resource 
Center & 

Its services 

Farmer 
Exposure 
visits & 

recognition 



Impact of the program on 
Davinder Singh’s life 
• Reduced his input cost on chemicals by 

85 percent.
• Producing organic Sona Moti wheat 

variety for his consumption & for selling 
to others 

• Adopting a more sustainable way of life2

Inspiring Young Farmers…. 

Farmer Davinder Singh
These are the words of  Farmer Davinder Singh residing in village 
Lehri of  Mansa district, Punjab. He and his family have been doing 
farming in the 25 acres of  their land and the main crops grown in 
their farmland are cotton and wheat. Before coming in touch with the 
Navi Disha Program, he was spending close to 1.5-2 lakh rupees on using 
chemicals on their crops since he was only aware of  the traditional methods 
of  farming which are not only costly but are also equally harmful to the 
environment. In 2017, an awareness camp was organized in the farmer’s 
village by the program team on different techniques of  sustainable 
agriculture and the methods of  integrated pest management to reduce the 
chemical input yet maintaining the quality and yield of  the crops. Farmer 
recalls that during that camp, he was informed about the harmful impacts 
of  pesticides, natural forms of  pesticides, and crop-friendly and unfriendly 
worms. His family preferred him to do a normal job somewhere because of  
his qualification, but he always wanted to do farming and developed a keen 
interest in pursuing organic farming after his interactions with the team 
members of  the Navi Disha Program. 

With constant and regular interactions and seeking technical expertise from 
the program team members, he started practicing organic farming on one acre of  his land and after 
witnessing the results, he further implemented the organic practices to another one acre. His family 
encouraged his efforts after seeing that their expenses on the pesticides were only limited to 20,000-30,000 
rupees and the quality and yield of  the crops were comparatively better. Farmer Davinder Singh has been 
producing Sona Moti wheat crop by implementing only sustainable methods of  agricultural practices, as in 
his words, ‘Kudrarti Kheti’. Initially, he used to produce this variety of  wheat only for his and his family’s 
consumption, but now, he is also looking out to sell this chemical-free variety of  wheat to others especially to 
individuals struggling with the problem of  diabetics since this is a sugar-free variety. Davinder is incredibly 
happy with his farm produce and the earnings and more than that, he feels elated that his efforts can be 
instrumental in bringing the much-needed change in the dominant intensive agricultural practices. He is 
thankful to TSPL and the Nabha Foundation for giving him an opportunity to explore the sustainable 
methods of  farming and encouraging farmers to save their environment and the health of  their families. 

“Navi Disha 
Program has been 
inspiring young 
farmers like me to 
adopt and pursue 
sustainable 
methods of 
agriculture and 
help our nature and 
lead healthy lives”

– Farmer Davinder Singh



Impact of the program on 
Surjit Singh’s life 
• Pursing chemical free cotton farming 
• Adopting multiple-crop farming
• Motivating his other farmer friends 

to practice organic farming.
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Torch Bearer for Others…. 

Farmer Surjit Singh
These are the words of  pride spoken by Farmer Surjit Singh who 
lives in village Makha of  Mansa district and is one of  the most 
progressive farmers of  the program. Since the beginning of  the 
program in the year 2017, his association with the program has been 
continuing and going strong. Surjit Singh pursues farming on 7 acres 
of  his land. His knowledge in agriculture has always been immense, 
however, his expertise was restricted to conventional methods of  farming 
which required extensive use of  chemicals resulting in huge expenditure 
and wastage of  natural resources. Surjit Singh always wished to know more 
about the techniques of  sustainable agriculture as he was particularly 
interested in reducing the use of  pesticides but failed in finding a platform 
where his issues related to agriculture can be resolved. During the early 
months of  the year 2017, he happened to attend one of  the camps organized under the Navi Disha program 
on chemical reduction and various approaches to achieve that. The team approached him, and he was trained 
on identifying the difference between friendly and non-friendly insects for the cotton crop and how certain 
insects found on agricultural land are not a threat to crop production but beneficial to the farmers in different aspects.

With his eagerness and openness to learning new and better ways of  farming, he implemented the learned 
sustainable agricultural practices on his farmland and witnessed improvement in his soil health, crop quality, 
and reduction in input cost. The team recognized the efforts of  Surjit Singh and trainings and camps for other 
farmers were organized at his field with him demonstrating the practices implemented on his land. He 
remembers the opposition and discouragement he received from his friends when he informed them about 
these practices and how they thought farming without the use of  chemicals is an impossible task. But at the 
end of  the season, his friends were happily surprised at his efforts of  doing cotton farming without chemical 
input and savings on his overall cost. At that moment, Surjit Singh did not only prove his friends wrong but 
also his determination towards adopting sustainable agriculture as the new mode of  farming became 
stronger. He continues to adopt sustainable agriculture and produces other crops such as mustard, 
vegetables, pulses, fodder, and grain as well as pursues organic farming for his and his family’s consumption. 
He has been encouraging others in his community to adopt organic farming as he believes that these practices 
are extremely impactful in enriching the lives and well-being of  people. He expresses his gratitude to the Navi 
Disha program for understanding his passion for chemical reduction, giving him the right guidance and 
technical support.

“My friends thought 
I will fail at my 
attempt of doing 
cotton farming 
without the use of 
any chemicals”

– Farmer Surjit Singh



Self-Sustenance is the Key to Happiness…. 

Farmer Veerpal Kaur
These are the inspiring words of  Farmer Veerpal Kaur who is a 
resident of  village Raipur of  Mansa district. She is a woman farmer 
who has been associated with the program and is pursuing farming 
on 2 acres of  her land and 4 acres on lease. Veerpal Kaur says that she 
inherited her passion and love for farming from her father and as a child she 
enjoyed going to the fields and helping her father. She learned farming and 
its techniques in her childhood and soon became an expert. When she got 
married in the year 2000, she started practicing farming on her husband’s 
land. By the year 2005 after the birth of  her second son, she was single-
handedly pursuing agriculture on their land for her and her family’s 
consumption and bought her own tractor in the year 2012. Veerpal Kaur 
has been growing paddy and cotton and she follows the practice of  crop 

diversification so that the quality of  her crops can be enhanced. Because of  not having a proper arrangement 
of  water on her field, she prefers to sow rice in less quantity. She has been also pursuing vegetable farming for 
her family as well as selling the produce to others to gain an extra income. 

She states that earlier when she started doing farming all on her own without any labour, her neighbours and 
friends would discourage and persuade her to give her land on lease as she only had 2 acres of  land. But now, 
she feels extremely proud that she is self-reliant and has been providing for her family.  In the words of  her 
neighbour Harpreet Singh, ‘Veerpal Kaur can independently do everything related to farming whether it is 
sowing, harvesting, levelling or watering. Earlier when we would see her in the fields working, we used to 
think that how a woman will manage farming alone, but she had proved everyone wrong. Now I can say that 
women can very well pursue farming’. By associating with the Navi Disha Program, Veerpal Kaur has gained 
immense information and knowledge on sustainable agricultural practices and has subsequently adopted 
these practices on her farmland. With the constant guidance and follow-up of  the program team, she has 
been able to reduce the usage of  pesticides on the rabi crop. In comparison to her last year’s chemical 
expenditure, which was close to 18,000 rupees, she reduced her expenditure to 12,000 rupees this year saving 
a cumulative sum of  6000 rupees. Veerpal Kaur is motivated to continue her journey of  adopting sustainable 
practices of  agriculture with the help of  the Navi Disha program and has proved that farming is not a gender-
based vocation albeit she feels that women should pursue farming as they are natural growers and nurturers. 
Her love for farming has enriched her life, helped in the education of  her children, and given her a respectable 
life.  

Impact of the program on 
Veerpal Kaur’s life 
• Reduced her input cost on chemicals by 

33.3 percent in just one year. 
• Adopting crop-diversification and water 

conservation practices
• Proving that farming is not a gender-

based vocation.

“I feel incredibly 
happy and blessed 
that I’m 
independent and 
self-reliant”

– Farmer Veerpal Kaur
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Organic is the Future of  Farming....

Farmer Hardev Singh
These are the words of  Farmer Hardev Singh who resides in 
village Jherianwali of  Mansa district. Hardev Singh has been 
associated with the program since its inception and has 10 acres 
of  land. He cultivates sugarcane on 1 acre, turmeric, and 
vegetables on 1 acre, and cotton on the remaining land. He also 
cultivates mustard and extracts oil and sells it in the market for extra 
income. He said he was inspired to learn from the program when three 
years ago, the team members organised classes and camps on organic 
farming, chemical reduction, and other practices of  sustainable 
agriculture in his village. Since that time, he started actively participating 
in the program activities, and his interest and will towards organic 
farming grew much stronger as he was equipped with the right knowledge and procedures to pursue 
these practices. He has been only pursuing organic farming in his field and even for the cultivation of  
wheat, he only uses the organic form of  pesticides. He does not burn his straw, instead, he uses it for 
sowing wheat, one of  the practices he learned in the program. 

As he adopted sustainable practices of  agriculture, his input cost on chemicals, which used to 6,000-
7,000 per acre, has significantly reduced resulting in the increase of  his overall income. He shared that in 
the beginning when he started doing organic farming only for his family’s consumption, his family and 
his neighbours discouraged him by saying that it is impossible to pursue farming without pesticides. 
Because of  the constant guidance and support of  the program over the years, he managed to increase the 
quantity of  his produce without using any chemicals from 3 quintals of  sugarcane in the year 2017 to 4.5 
quintals in the year 2020. He passionately believes that all farmers should use the least number of  
pesticides in their fields and instead, they should use green manure. He also insists on practicing crop 
diversification on the fields so that the quality of  the produce and soil health can be maintained, 
minimising the use of  pesticides. He believes that with the support of  TSPL and the Nabha Foundation, 
he can continue his journey of  sustainable farming and encourage his fellow farmers to adopt practices 
that are best for their crops, their soil, their environment, and their families. 

“I believe that all 
farmers should use 
green manure 
instead of using 
chemicals”

– Farmer Hardev Singh

Impact of the program on 
Hardev’s Singh life 
• Pursuing wheat farming by using only 

organic form of pesticides 
• Adopting paddy straw management 

practices & crop diversification on his land 
• Increased the quantity and quality of his 

sugarcane crop from 3 to 4.5 quintals in 3 
years, without using any chemicals. 5



Impact of the program on Jaspal Singh’s life
• Saving a cumulative amount of 30,000 rupees 

every 6 months by using IPM techniques
• Making an annual profit of 2,00,000 rupees 

by practicing goat farming 
• Exploring alternative methods of income 

apart from farming 
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Exploring Allied Income Generation Activities…. 

Farmer Jaspal Singh

Farmer Jaspal Singh who belongs to village Beniwal in Mansa 

district has been associated with the Navi Disha Program since 

2017. He owns 15-20 acres of  land and cultivates crops like wheat, 

rice, maize, and cotton. He is very thankful to the team members of  

the program who have been constantly guiding him with the sustainable 

approaches of  farming and encouraging him to visit farmer 

consultations such as Kisan Melas, etc. He regularly interacts with the 

team members through messages and phone calls and seeks solutions 

and recommendations from them whenever he faces any challenge. He 

has been adopting integrated pest management techniques and saving 

close to 30,000 rupees every six months on 20 acres of  his land 

following the guidance and technical support of  the Navi Disha 

program. 

He is also practising goat farming for livelihood purposes and 

generating extra income. He states that the initial expenditure on goat 

farming was high as each goat cost him 25,000-30,000 rupees and the 

cost of  rearing these animals was also around 25,000-30,000 annually. 

However, he made an annual profit of  2,00,000 rupees because of  this 

initiative. He was encouraged and guided by the Navi Disha program for 

exploring alternative methods of  supplementary income apart from 

farming and he is extremely happy about this decision. 

“I feel that all my 
farmer brothers 
should not only 
depend on 
farming but 
should engage 
themselves in 
other allied 
activities such as 
animal husbandry 
to increase their 
annual income and 
make an annual 
profit up to 
2,00,000 rupees”

–Farmer Jaspal Singh



Impact of the program on Manjeet Singh’s life 
• Prepares green manure and uses that on his field as alternative 

to chemicals. 

• Saving 1100-1200 rupees per acre every 6 months by adopting 

sustainable farming 

• Producing organic green vegetables for consumption & selling
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Pay More Attention to Sustainable Farming Practices…. 

Farmer Manjeet Singh

Farmer Manjeet Singh belongs to the village Musa in district Mansa. 
He owns 16 acres of  land on which he cultivates maize on 2 acres, 
cotton on 3 acres, and rice on the remaining 11 acres of  land. His 
inspiration to pursue organic farming was influenced by the 
learnings and knowledge imparted in the camps organized by the 
Navi Disha program in his village. By interacting with the program team 
members, he was informed about the disadvantages of  spraying pesticides 
on crops and the techniques of  implementing organic farming on his land. 
He was trained on identifying friendly insects and how the unnecessary use 
of  pesticides results in spoiling the quality and yield of  the crop. 

Farmer Manjeet Singh refrains from using the aggressive form of  
chemicals but uses neem and buttermilk as alternative forms of  pesticides 
as suggested by the technical experts of  the program team. He prefers 
using green manure which he prepares from cow dung at home and that 
saves him close to 1100 to 1200 rupees per acre every six months, which 
earlier he would be spending on pesticides. He also cultivates organic green 
vegetables on 2-3 acres of  land. He shared that when he started cultivating 
organic vegetables, people used to make fun of  him that he was doing 
unnecessary hard work which will not give him any benefit. Now, the same 
people buy vegetables from him because of  the quality as they say that the 
taste of  organically grown vegetables is quite different. He expresses his 
gratitude to the team members of  the program as they were always 
accessible for suggestions and guidance in person or through phone calls. 
He requests every farmer to trust the process of  sustainable agriculture and 
at least start with 1-2 acres and experience the significant change in the overall income and the quality of  crop 
without bearing any loss. He states that everyone should pay more attention to organic farming and is grateful 
to TSPL and the Nabha Foundation for providing a platform like the Navi Disha program where farmers like 
him are changing their lives and making a broader impact on the environment.

–Farmer Manjeet Singh

“Before associating 
with the program, if 
I ever saw any kind 
of insect near the 
crop, I immediately 
used to spray 
insecticide. Now, 
after having gained 
the right 
knowledge, I first 
identify the insect, 
whether this is 
good for the crop or 
not”



Impact of the program on 
Gurpreet Singh’s life 
• Implementing bed plantation technique for 

cotton farming
• Using organic manure on his field like 

neem, buttermilk, zinc etc., instead of 
chemicals 
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Transcend Your Fear....

Farmer Gurpreet Singh
Farmer Gurpreet Singh lives in village Lehri of  district Bathinda. He 

has completed his graduation from DAV college and his post-

graduation from Chandigarh University. He has 30 acres of  land on 

which he cultivates cotton, mustard, wheat, and organic vegetables. 

He became aware of  the Navi Disha program after the program team 

members organised a camp in his village where the farmers were explained 

how to calculate the Economic Threshold Level (ETL) and therefore, 

identify friendly or non-friendly insects. He says that he was informed 

through the program that with the right knowledge and guidance, it is 

possible to do cotton farming without any use of  insecticides or pesticides. 

He shared with the team that initially, he had a difficult time believing and 

feared that he might spoil his crop because it was an alternative to what he 

and his family have been doing for years. 

However, he started with organic farming on 5 acres of  his land, and he was 

happily surprised to see that there was no difference in the quantity of  the 

crop produced through organic and the rest of  the crop produced by 

following the traditional methods. The quality of  the crop grown through 

organic farming was significantly better as compared to that grown through 

conventional farming practices. After witnessing the results, he switched to 

sustainable methods and has been pursuing cotton farming on the 30 acres 

of  his land using the bed plantation technique which requires less water and 

produces a good quality crop. Before the program, he used to spend 1-1.5 

lakhs on insecticides and pesticides but now he has been saving all that cost 

and increasing his overall income. Instead of  chemicals, he prefers using organic manure like neem, 

buttermilk, magnesium, and zinc, etc. on his crops. He has also organically cultivated a special variety of  

wheat Sona Moti for his and his family’s consumption. 

–Farmer Gurpreet Singh

“I request all the 
farmers to start 
doing organic 
farming. If you are 
afraid that you might 
bear loss, then you 
can start with one or 
two acres. At least 
you should do 
organic farming for 
you and your family 
so that you will have 
organic and healthy 
food”



Impact of the program on 
Kulwant Singh’s life 
• Implementing bed plantation technique for 

cotton farming using IPM techniques 
• Reduced his input cost by 20,000 rupees 

annually. 
• Following water conservation practices on 

his field 9

Bed Plantation for Better Yield and Saving Water....

Farmer Kulwant Singh
Farmer Kulwant Singh lives in village Jherianwali of  Mansa district. 
He has been engaged with the Navi Disha Program since the year 
2017. He owns 5 acres of  land. His first introduction to the program 
happened in one of  the camps organised by the team members on 
sustainable practices of  agriculture in his village. With the guidance 
and technical expertise of  the program team members, he has been sowing 
organic wheat on his farm without using any chemicals and has been 
getting good yield and quality. Participating in the trainings and camps 
conducted under the program on sustainable agricultural practices, Farmer 
Kulwant Singh has implemented cotton using the bed plantation technique 
and without using any chemicals. He expresses his gratitude to the Navi 
Disha program for providing bed planter to farmers like him on rent and 
encouraging them to adopt sustainable methods of  farming. 

By adopting integrated pest management practices, he has significantly 
reduced his expenditure by 20,000 rupees annually.  He was also 
encouraged by the program team members to grow other crops like onion, 
maize, sugarcane, and fruit plants. Initially, his other farmer friends and 
family members would often criticise him for sowing cotton without using 
any pesticides. They would not believe him and would discourage him by 
saying that his crop would be damaged. However, after his successful 
implementation, they were astonished and pleasantly surprised to observe 
the yield and quality of  his cotton crop. Instead of  chemicals, he uses 
decomposers, jeeva amrit, buttermilk, and other bio-products on his crops. He has been maintaining a water 
harvesting pit in his field to store water which not only helps in raising the groundwater level but also is 
extremely beneficial for crops. He is extremely grateful to TSPL and the Nabha Foundation for encouraging 
farmers to adopt sustainable agricultural practices and adopting organic farming for better health and leading 
healthy lives. 

–Farmer Kulwant Singh

“I truly believe that 
the technique of 
bed plantation and 
intercropping, 
which I learned 
through the 
program, should be 
adopted by farmers 
for improving their 
yield and 
conserving natural 
resources”



Impact of the program on Kulwant Singh’s life 

• Reducing his input cost on chemicals by adopting IPM techniques

• Pursuing mushroom cultivation and attending trainings from govt. 

institutions

• Impacting his overall income & savings
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A Journey of  Exploration....

Farmer Mandeep Singh
Farmer Mandeep Singh, who is a resident of  village Raipur in Mansa 

district, is one of  the progressive farmers of  the Navi Disha 

Program. He has completed his graduation in agriculture and 

always wanted to pursue something unique and different in the field 

of  agriculture. After completing his graduation, he started 

practising agriculture along with his father on 3 acres of  their land. 

During his interaction with the Navi Disha program team members in one 

of  the camps, he got inspired to learn and implement sustainable 

agriculture practices. He was so impressed with the knowledge and 

information provided by the program team members regarding chemical 

reduction that he also introduced his father to the program and persuaded 

him to participate in the program activities. 

With the guidance of  the program, Farmer Mandeep Singh significantly 

reduced his chemical expenditure, learned different techniques of  

Integrated Pest Management (IPM), and attended expert consultations and 

model farm trainings. He expressed his interest in pursuing mushroom 

cultivation and the team provided him the technical support and facilitated 

his training from Krishi Vigyan Kendra (KVK) Khokhar. While practicing mushroom cultivation, he faced 

criticism from his family and friends as he was doing it for the first time, but his father supported him and 

backed his determination to pursue something different and sustainable. This initiative gave him a good 

income, as well as experience and confidence, to believe in his passion and work towards a sustainable life.  He 

thanks TSPL and The Nabha Foundation for believing in his will for chemical reduction and guiding him 

through the Navi Disha program activities.

“I expressed my 
interest in pursuing 
Mushroom 
Cultivation and the 
Navi Disha team 
provided me 
technical support 
and facilitated 
training from KVK 
Khokhar”

–Farmer Mandeep Singh



Impact of the program on Jiwan Singh’s life 
• Pursuing sustainable farming practices on 20 acres of 

his land 
• Using bio-products such as waste decomposers, jeeva 

amrit, buttermilk etc. 
• Inspiring his other farmer friends to adopt 

sustainable ways of farming.
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Going Completely Chemical Free....

Farmer Jiwan Singh
Farmer Jiwan Singh lives in village Sahnewali of  Mansa district and 
has 20 acres of  land. He was inspired to adopt chemical-free farming 
from Kulwant Singh’s determination of  pursuing sustainable 
agriculture, who is one of  the progressive farmers of  the Navi Disha 
Program. He met Kulwant Singh at an event in Hissar where he 
discussed the TSPL and TNFs program of  educating farmers about 
sustainable agricultural practices.  

He started attending integrated pest management classes organised by the 
program at Kulwant Singh’s farm and was motivated to adopt the same 
practices on his farmland as well. Initially, he started sustainable farming on 
only one acre of  his land and after witnessing the improvement in his 
quality of  the crop, soil health, and overall income, he changed his whole 
technique to chemical-free. Now, Farmer Jiwan Singh is pursuing 
sustainable agriculture practices on 20 acres of  his land, out of  which he is 
doing cotton farming on 13 acres, sugarcane on 1 acre, and organic wheat 
on 1.5 acres. He recalls that during his initial journey of  pursuing chemical-
free farming, he was demotivated by his other family friends but with the 
guidance and support of  senior agricultural officers and the technical 
expertise of  the program, he was undeterred. He is extremely happy and 
satisfied with his decision of  going completely chemical-free which has 
translated into good yield for his crop and an increase in income. He uses 
bio-products such as biowaste decomposer, buttermilk, dalal ghol, jeeva amrit, and natural things for plant 
growth. By participating in the camps and classes organised under the program, he has acquired the 
knowledge of  identifying friendly and non-friendly insects because of  which he has been able to address any 
kind of  crop diseases.  He is enjoying his passion by following these practices and he reiterates that all this has 
been only possible because of  TSPL and The Nabha Foundation. He says that all farmers should move 
towards sustainable methods for long-term results and appeals to his other farmer friends to join the Navi 
Disha program for getting the right information.

–Farmer Jiwan Singh

“I started 
sustainable farming 
on only one acre of 
my land and after 
witnessing the 
improvement in 
quality of the crop, 
soil health, and 
overall income, I 
changed my whole 
technique to 
chemical-free”
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The Navi Disha Program’s 
Comprehensive Vision

• Through intensive awareness camps and classes, the program has been generating information and 
knowledge around best practices of  sustainable agriculture & encouraging farmers to adopt and 
implement these techniques by seeking technical support & expertise from Navi Disha team

• Because of  lack of  knowledge about sustainable agriculture and a platform to get the right information, 
farmers continue to adopt intensive agricultural practices resulting in indiscriminate use of  pesticides. 
Navi Disha Program provides that platform to break this vicious cycle and help farmers explore 
sustainable, improved and environment friendly Agri- practices.

• Apart from raising awareness around sustainable practices, the program envisions at addressing the 
inherent gender inequality existing in the society by encouraging and guiding women farmers to be self-
reliant, have a voice within their homes and enhance their capabilities through information, expertise, 
and a firm belief  on themselves.

• By organizing classes on integrated pest management techniques and creating awareness around 
alternative ways of  chemical reduction, the program aims at generating right and adequate knowledge 
about organic farming and encouraging farmers to adopt such practices which are beneficial for their 
crops, their environment, and their families.

• While implementing sustainable agriculture practices, the program envisions to benefit the farmers by 
saving the cost of  input in terms of  chemical pesticides and fertilizers. It aims to expand its impact on the 
farmer income by promoting and supporting allied income opportunities for farmers across Mansa.

• The overarching goal of  the program lies in empowering farmers who form the backbone of  rural 
economies with access to modern and sustainable farming techniques so that they can grow their income 
and improve their livelihood.

• The program involves experts from sustainable as well as organic farming practices to train and interact 
with the farmers. During these visits, the consultants interact with the team to update the program 
guidelines as well as interact with farmers and farmer’s group to share insights and motivate them 
towards sustainable practices.

• The program motivates farmers to adopt sustainable practices like bed plantation and inter-cropping and 
has also provided a multi-crop bed planter machine to the farmer group for farming purposes. The 
machine is available at the Farmer Resource Center and farmers can avail this machine on contributory 
basis.  

• The program aims to expand its impact on the farmer income by promoting and supporting allied 
income opportunities such as mushroom cultivation to farmers across Mansa.

• The program works with local farmers to train them on chemical input reduction using Integrated Pest 
Management techniques and Fertilizer input optimization. Through these trainings farmers are trained 
to identify and familiarize with friendly and harmful insects as well as calculate the Economic Threshold 
Level (ETL).





This booklet is a pursuit of  the Nabha Foundation to honour, 
acknowledge and celebrate the efforts of  our team members and farmers 
in Mansa, associated with our Navi Disha Program. The stories of  the 
farmers showcased here give us all immense hope to be able to achieve an 
environmentally sustainable future. It is an excellent example of  
transformation through collective consciousness of  community, civil 
society, and responsible corporate citizenship. We thank Talwandi Sabo 
Power Ltd by Vedanta Group for their strong commitment to the cause 
and constant support in enriching the lives of  the farmers in the Mansa 
district.

– The Nabha Foundation team

The design of  this booklet is inspired by the different seasons of  Punjab and how farmers adapt to them seamlessly.

Website : www.thenabhafoundation.org

THE NABHA FOUNDATIONTHE NABHA FOUNDATION

About TSPL
Vedanta’s Talwandi Sabo Power Limited (TSPL) is a supercritical 1980 MW 
world-class thermal power plant in Banawala, Mansa district, Punjab and 
supplies 100% of  the electricity it generates to Punjab State Power 
Corporation Ltd. TSPL deploys globally benchmarked environment and 
safety practices making it Punjab’s greenest thermal power plant, and 
among the foremost zero-harm, zero-waste, zero-discharge thermal power 
producers in the country. The plant has been instrumental in the socio-
economic development of  the region since inception.


